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Abstract

Irradiation embrittlement in nuclear reactor pressure vessel steels results from the hardening produced by a high num-
ber density of nanometer scale features. This paper describes a kinetic lattice Monte Carlo model to simulate the cascade
aging and damage accumulation of neutron irradiated Fe–Cu alloys, including new algorithms to introduce additional dis-
placement damage, including self-interstitial atom–vacancy recombination, and to introduce a flux of diffusing vacancies
due to the supersaturated vacancy concentrations under irradiation. The results of initial KLMC simulations of damage
accumulation in an Fe–0.3% Cu alloy at 290 �C and 10�11 dpa/s are presented and reveal the continuous formation and
dissolution of three-dimensional vacancy–Cu clusters from the remnants of the vacancy-rich displacement cascade core, in
addition to the formation of a high number density of copper clusters that grow with increasing irradiation dose. To our
knowledge, this represents the first kinetic Monte Carlo model simulation that captures both Cu precipitate formation and
vacancy–Cu cluster formation, as is experimentally observed. KLMC simulation results that investigate the effect of
increasing irradiation dose rate from 10�13 to 10�9 dpa/s are also presented. Future modeling efforts will evaluate the effect
of the model parameters, perform multiple simulations to provide statistical evaluation of the copper precipitate and
vacancy–Cu cluster evolutions, and quantitatively compare the results to available experimental data.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Western reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels are
fabricated from quenched and tempered low-alloy
C–Mn–Si–Mo–Ni bainitic steels, and often contain
copper and phosphorous as trace impurities. RPVs
operate at temperatures around 290 �C and are
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exposed to fast neutron fluences from about 1–
10 · 1023 nm�2 over a 40–60 year service life, corre-
sponding to a maximum damage dose less than
�0.15 displacements per atom (dpa) and damage
dose rates on the order of 0.8–8 · 10�11 dpa/s
[1–3]. However, even this relatively low dose is
sufficient to produce severe embrittlement, where
embrittlement is characterized by an upward shift
in the transition temperature (DT) between the
more brittle cleavage and more ductile microvoid
coalescence fracture regimes, with DTs in excess of
300 �C in some cases [2].
.
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Embrittlement is primarily the result of irradia-
tion hardening, or yield strength increases, and is
controlled by a complex combination of variables,
including the neutron flux, fluence and energy spec-
trum, the irradiation temperature (irradiation vari-
ables), and the alloy’s starting microstructure and
composition (material variables) [1–6]. Important
compositional variables include Cu (0.02–0.5 wt%),
Ni (0.2–2 wt%) and Mn (0.3–2 wt%), while P
(0.005–0.040 wt%) and Si (0.2–0.7 wt%) generally
play secondary roles. Although Cu impurity levels
may be as high as 0.5% in RPV welds and forgings,
pre-precipitation of copper during post-weld heat
treatment typically limits the maximum effective
concentration to about 0.3 wt% [3]. The principal
source of irradiation hardening is the formation of
high number densities of nanometer-sized irradia-
tion-induced precipitates and so-called matrix
features, which impede the motion of dislocations
[1–6]. In Cu-bearing steels, the nanometer-sized pre-
cipitates are copper rich (CRPs), but also contain
Ni, Mn and Si, and rapidly form due to radiation-
enhanced solute diffusion. Mn–Ni rich precipitates
(MNPs) containing a range of Cu, form at high
alloy Mn and Ni levels, and are promoted by lower
irradiation temperatures (<290 �C) and Cu contents
[2,7]. Smaller, so-called matrix features, believed to
be vacancy–solute (e.g., Cu, Mn, Ni and Si) cluster
complexes, or their solute remnants, also contribute
to hardening, even in alloys with low or no copper
[1–3,5,8].

The nanometer precipitates have been character-
ized by a combination of experimental techniques,
including small angle neutron scattering (SANS)
[2,9–12], atom probe field ion microscopy (APFIM)
[12–15], combined electrical resistance Seebeck coef-
ficient measurements (RSC) [16,17], and recently,
positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) [11,18–
22], as a function of steel composition, heat treat-
ment, irradiation temperature, neutron flux and
fluence. In general, the results derived from the dif-
ferent techniques are in good agreement, although
some questions remain regarding the composition
of the precipitates, particularly with respect to their
possible Fe content [12]. The matrix features have
been primarily identified and characterized by a
combination of post-irradiation annealing and
microhardness measurements [23], in addition to
more recent positron annihilation spectroscopy
measurements [20–22].

While a significant experimental database on the
nanometer precipitates and the matrix features
exists, a more detailed atomic scale understanding
is required to better underpin predictive embrittle-
ment models. Developing such models is a great
challenge, in part because the relevant phenomena
encompass a wide range of length and time scales
[4,5,8,24], and perhaps more importantly, because
embrittlement is controlled by the synergistic inter-
action of a large number of irradiation variables
[1–3]. As pointed out by Odette [1,4,8], increased
radiation damage dose rate (neutron flux) can either
increase, decrease or not influence RPV embrittle-
ment, depending on the specific combination of
irradiation temperature, dose rate, dose and alloy
Cu and Ni content. Many other examples of the
complex and synergistic dependence of RPV embrit-
tlement also exist and emphasize the need for phys-
ically-based embrittlement models. Previous
theoretical modeling, using either rate theory or
atomistic kinetic Monte Carlo approaches, have
been successful in predicting aspects of the precipi-
tate or matrix feature evolution, but have not yet
been able to describe the complete and fully coupled
evolution of nanostructural features in irradiated
RPV steels.

Odette and co-workers have developed contin-
uum models of both vacancy and Cu clustering
based on integrating discrete sets of master equa-
tions that describe the nucleation, growth and
coarsening evolution of precipitates and nanovoid
complexes. These models partially rationalize the
observed irradiation temperature dependence of
matrix features, but were not able to fully explain
the sensitivity to irradiation flux [2–4,6,8]. Wirth
and Odette [25], and Becquart and co-workers [26]
have developed kinetic lattice Monte Carlo
(KLMC) models of the time and spatial dependent
evolution of displacement damage in Fe–Cu alloys.
These Monte Carlo models predict the formation
and evolution of vacancy–Cu atom matrix features,
which are reasonably consistent with the matrix fea-
tures observed in irradiated Fe–Cu alloys by PAS
[11,21,22]. However, these KLMC models were
not able to describe the formation of both the
vacancy–Cu clusters and the Cu-precipitates, nor
the dependencies on the irradiation variables.

The objective of this work is to extend the
KLMC model of Wirth and Odette [25] in order
to simulate the formation and evolution of both
nanometer copper precipitates and matrix features
in the form of vacancy–copper clusters. The present
paper provides a detailed description of the model-
ing approach and the new algorithms, and then
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provides an illustrative example of copper precipi-
tate formation and growth, in addition to the tran-
sient evolution of vacancy–copper clusters predicted
by the KLMC model. A more detailed presentation
of the simulation results, including a complete sta-
tistical analysis of the precipitate and matrix feature
populations and their dependence on the parame-
ters of the model, will be published in the future.
In this paper, Section 2 describes the KLMC model
and the algorithms developed to include long-range
defect migration and additional cascade damage at
the appropriate dose rate. Section 3 presents the
results and discussion associated with initial
simulations in an Fe–0.3% Cu alloy at irradiation
temperatures and dose rates relevant to RPV
embrittlement. Section 4 summarizes the paper
and discusses the next steps required to further
develop the KLMC model into a predictive
multiscale model of irradiation-induced RPV
embrittlement.

2. Kinetic lattice Monte Carlo modeling approach

The KLMC model of cascade aging and damage
accumulation has been developed within a multi-
scale framework to understand and simulate RPV
irradiation embrittlement. The approach combines
an MD database of primary damage production
with two separate kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
simulation techniques that follow the isolated
and clustered self-interstitial atom (SIA) diffusion
away from a cascade, and the subsequent vacancy
and solute atom evolution. Separation of the
vacancy and SIA cluster diffusional time scales
naturally leads to the nearly independent evolution
of these two populations, at least for the relatively
low dose rates that characterize RPV embrittlement
[1–5].

The relatively short time (�100 ns at 290 �C) evo-
lution of the cascade is modeled using ‘defect’-
oriented KMC [27,28]. This model uses the
positions of vacancy and SIA defects produced in
cascades obtained from an MD database provided
by Stoller [29–31], and allows for additional SIA/
vacancy recombination within the cascade volume
and the migration of SIA and SIA clusters away
from the cascade to annihilate at system sinks. Dur-
ing this ‘defect’ KMC, the time duration is too short
for significant vacancy migration and thus, the SIA/
SIA clusters are the only diffusing defects. The
‘defect’ KMC simulations, which are described in
detail elsewhere [28,32], thus provide a database of
initially ‘aged’ cascades for longer time KLMC cas-
cade aging and damage accumulation simulations.
2.1. KLMC vacancy–atom exchange algorithm

The KLMC model simulates cascade aging and
damage evolution in dilute Fe–Cu alloys by follow-
ing vacancy–nearest neighbor atom exchanges on a
bcc lattice, beginning from the spatial vacancy pop-
ulation produced in ‘aged’ high-energy displacement
cascades to the ultimate annihilation of vacancies at
the simulation cell boundary, and including the
introduction of new cascade damage and fluxes of
mobile point defects. The KLMC boundary condi-
tions remove (annihilate) a vacancy upon contact,
and other than vacancy clusters the cell boundary
is the only explicit vacancy sink included in this
model. Thus vacancies either cluster or diffuse
through the simulation volume until reaching the
cell boundary where they annihilate. Within a clus-
ter, individual vacancies maintain their identity.
Vacancy–solute clusters can grow by absorbing
single vacancies, which may be emitted from other
clusters, or by coalescence of mobile clusters, and
can shrink by emitting individual vacancies.

The potential energy of the local vacancy–Cu–Fe
environment determines the relative vacancy jump
probability to each of the eight possible nearest
neighbors in the bcc lattice. The unrelaxed Fe–
Cu–vacancy lattice energetics are described using
Finnis–Sinclair N-body type potentials. The iron
and copper potentials are from Finnis and Sinclair
[33] and Ackland et. al. [34], respectively; and the
iron–copper potential was developed by fitting
the dilute heat of solution for copper in iron, the
copper–vacancy binding energy and the iron–copper
{11 0} interface energy, as described elsewhere [35].

In the KLMC model, the specific jump of each
vacancy in the system is based on a Metropolis ran-
dom number test [36], and the time (DtKLMC) asso-
ciated with a Monte Carlo sweep is calculated from
the vacancy with the highest total probability. The
jump probability for each vacancy (i) to exchange
with a nearest neighbor position (j), is calculated
using a Boltzmann factor and summed over the
eight nearest neighbor positions to obtain the total
probability (Pi) for each vacancy as:

P i ¼
X8

j¼1

exp �DE
kT

� �
; DE ¼ E� þ DEi�j

2
; ð1Þ
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where DE is the activation energy for the vacancy
jump, which is set equal to a constant saddle point
energy (E*) plus one half of the potential energy
change (DEi�j) associated with the exchange of the
vacancy from position i to j. Within a vacancy clus-
ter, each vacancy maintains its identity, and while
vacancy–vacancy exchanges are not allowed, the
cluster can migrate through the collective motion
of its constituent vacancies. The saddle point energy
(E*) is set to 0.9 eV, which is the activation energy
for vacancy exchange in pure iron calculated with
the Finnis–Sinclair Fe potential [33]. The modifica-
tion of the jump activation energy by DEi�j/2 repre-
sents an attempt to model the effect of the local
environment on the jump frequencies. Indeed, de-
tailed molecular statics calculations suggest that this
represents an upper-bound influence of the effect
[35], although the detailed balance of vacancy jumps
to neighboring positions is maintained by this
assumption.

The time (DtKLMC) of each KLMC sweep (or
step) is determined by DtKLMC = (mPmax)�1, where
Pmax is the highest total probability of the vacancy
population, and m is an effective attempt frequency.
In this work, m = 1014 s�1, to account for the intrin-
sic vibrational frequency and entropic effects associ-
ated with vacancy formation and migration, as used
in the previous KLMC model by Wirth and Odette
[25]. As mentioned, the possible exchange of every
vacancy (i) to a nearest neighbor is determined by
a Metropolis random number test [36] of the relative
vacancy jump probability (Pi/Pmax) during each
Monte Carlo sweep. Thus at least one, and often
multiple, vacancy jumps occur during each Monte
Carlo sweep. Further, since the total probability
associated with a vacancy jump depends on the local
environment, the intrinsic timescale (DtKLMC)
changes as a function of the number and spatial dis-
tribution of the vacancy population, as well as the
spatial arrangement of the Cu atoms in relation to
the vacancies.

As an example, the evolution of the vacancy pop-
ulation from a single cascade begins with very short
time increments (�0.1 ls) as the unbound and iso-
lated vacancies diffuse, but increases once isolated
vacancies no longer exist because of clustering with
other vacancies or copper (binding increases DE and
therefore decreases Pi because of the dependence on
the local potential energy), or annihilation at the cell
boundary. The time increment increases as the
evolution is then governed by the migration and
dissolution of small, relatively weakly bound
vacancy–solute complexes, and then increases
further when only relatively large vacancy cluster
complexes form. Since vacancy cluster mobility
decreases rapidly with size, whereas vacancy bind-
ing energy increases with cluster size; the efficiency
of the KLMC simulation in terms of the overall sys-
tem evolution (vacancy and Cu atom diffusion)
decreases dramatically when the vacancy popula-
tion only involves clusters larger than about seven
to ten vacancies. In such a case, a weakly bound
vacancy is emitted by a one nearest neighbor dis-
tance jump from the cluster(s), only to immediately
return on the next Monte Carlo sweep. This process
continually repeats, often accompanied by fluctua-
tions in the cluster shape. Since these cluster sizes
are generally well below the critical size of growing
voids, they are thermodynamically unstable and
should ultimately dissolve.

Thus, Wirth and Odette [25] devised a ‘pulsing
algorithm’ approach to accelerate vacancy emission
from large vacancy clusters and ‘jump’ the KLMC
simulation forward in time to simulate the next
stage of damage accumulation. As described previ-
ously [25], the algorithm is invoked after N ‘ineffi-
cient’ sweeps, i.e. steps with no free vacancy
movement, where N is typically on the order of
600, and involves a single step with an increased
temperature to identify the least strongly bound
vacancy (or vacancies), and to establish an emission
trajectory away from the cluster. Three additional
steps then force the vacancy (or vacancies) along
the identified emission trajectory at the original sim-
ulation temperature. The objective of these three
jumps is to obtain a roughly equal probability for
the emitted vacancies to return to the original
cluster or to diffuse away. The goal of the pulsing
algorithm is to jump forward in time to the next
rate-limiting process controlling the overall micro-
structural evolution. Ideally, this will improve the
computational efficiency by skipping a large number
of inefficient KLMC steps that do not involve signifi-
cant evolution of the vacancy and solute atom
populations. The overall time step during the
pulse-annealing algorithm (DtPA) is obtained by

DtPA ¼ DtKLMC þ Dt1 þ Dt2 þ Dt3;

Dti ¼
1

mP emitted;v

; ð2Þ

where DtKLMC specifies the time associated with the
first jump, which is calculated from the highest
vacancy probability (summed over all 8 possible
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jumps) at the original simulation temperature and
Dti are calculated from the probability of the specific
jump trajectory for each of the three additional
jumps away from the vacancy cluster.

In addition to the vacancy evolution from an iso-
lated cascade, damage accumulation is modeled by
including algorithms to introduce additional vacan-
cies at an appropriate displacement rate along with
a diffusing flux of vacancies from the super-satu-
rated vacancy population during irradiation.
2.2. KLMC displacement damage introduction

algorithm

Damage accumulation is modeled by introducing
‘aged’ cascades into either the main simulation vol-
ume (of dimension 100a0 · 100a0 · 100a0) or one of
the twenty-six corresponding nearest neighbor vol-
umes. The nearest neighbor volumes are effectively
coupled to the main simulation volume to provide
diffusing fluxes of vacancy and SIAs as they escape
(diffuse away) from the cascade. The rate of displace-
ment damage introduction is specified by the neutron
scattering rate (collisions per atom per second) as:

Ratescattering ¼ rs/; ð3Þ

where rs is the neutron scattering cross-section,
taken to be 3 barns, and / is the fast (E > 1 MeV)
neutron flux. The kinetic energy of the scattered lat-
tice recoil atom, T, is determined for each scattering
collision, by random number sampling from the
normalized recoil spectrum obtained from the
SPECTER code [30,37] for an RPV in a pressurized
light water reactor neutron energy spectrum. Table
1 presents the recoil (cascade energy) spectra used
in this work. The dose is updated by adding the
incremental dose associated with the scattering
event of recoil energy T, using the Norgett–Robin-
son–Torrens expression [38] for the number of dis-
placed atoms, as
Table 1
The normalized probability distribution function and the number of s
energy

Cascade energy
(keV)

Recoil
probability

Number of
single SIA

0.1 0.148 1
0.5 0.185 4
1 0.185 3
5 0.259 8

20 0.148 24
40 0.074 27
dose ¼ doseþ
ð0:8�T recoil

2Ed
Þ

Nðtotal atoms ¼ 27 � 2� 106Þ
; ð4Þ

where the displacement energy Ed is the recom-
mended value of 40 eV for Fe and RPV steels
[39].

The position of the lattice recoil (of kinetic
energy T) and thus the center of mass of the dis-
placement cascade is chosen randomly, and can be
within either the main simulation volume or in
one of the twenty-six nearest neighbor volumes. If
the cascade (lattice recoil) is placed into the main
simulation cell (with probability of 1/27), the
vacancy positions from an aged cascade of recoil
energy T are introduced into the simulation volume
from the ‘aged’ cascade database. SIA and SIA clus-
ter diffusion and evolution from this new cascade is
not modeled explicitly, although recombination
between pre-existing vacancies and the newly intro-
duced cascade is modeled. This assumption neglects
the possibility of copper diffusion by a SIA-mecha-
nism. However, since Cu is an over-sized solute
atom in the bcc Fe lattice, this is not expected to sig-
nificantly contribute to Cu diffusion, as confirmed
by molecular dynamics simulations [40].

The SIA population produced in each cascade,
and correspondingly the recombination probability
is treated in three populations, namely, single SIA,
tri-SIA clusters and eight-member SIA clusters, as
representative of the SIA cluster distribution
produced in displacement cascades in Fe [29–31,41].
Based on MD simulations [5,42,43], the single and
3-SIA are assumed to migrate three-dimensionally,
and the 8-SIA cluster is assumed to migrate one-
dimensionally. The dimensionality of SIA/SIA
cluster diffusion determines the effective recombina-
tion radius, r0, with a vacancy. The assumed values
of r0 used in this work are r0 = 5a0 for single
SIA, r0 = 3a0 for 3-SIA clusters and r0 = 2a0 for
8-SIA clusters, respectively. The probability of
ingle SIA, 3-SIA and 8-SIA clusters for a given cascade (recoil)

Number of
tri-SIA clusters

Number of
8-SIA clusters

0 0
0 0
1 0
1 1
6 2

10 4
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vacancy–SIA recombination is calculated as the
product of the recombination volume ð/ r3

0Þ and
the vacancy concentration per unit volume. As well,
an additional conditional probability describes
whether the recombination of 3- and 8-SIA clusters
produces the annihilation of one, two or three
vacancies. A conditional probability of 65% and
22% is assumed for single vacancy recombination,
33% and 35% for recombination of 2 vacancies,
and 2% and 22% for recombination of 3 vacancies
of the 3- and 8-SIA clusters, respectively. The num-
ber and size distribution of SIA for a given recoil
energy are provided in Table 1, and were selected
to be consistent with the MD displacement cascade
database of Stoller [29–31].

If the cascade (lattice recoil) is introduced into
the neighboring simulation volumes, then a flux of
diffusing vacancies and SIAs is introduced into the
main simulation volume. The SIA/SIA cluster pop-
ulation is again not modeled explicitly, although
recombination with pre-existing vacancies is calcu-
lated based on the probability,

P recombine ¼
1

6
� r3

0 � Cv þ
5

6
� 1

6
� r3

0 � Cv; ð5Þ

where Cv is the vacancy concentration per unit
volume in the main simulation cell, and the two
terms of Eq. (5) are meant to account for the direct
diffusion of the SIA/SIA cluster into the main sim-
ulation volume from the neighboring cell (probabil-
ity = 1/6) and following initial diffusion into a
different neighboring volume (probability = 5/
6 * 1/6). The recombination radii and conditional
vacancy recombination probabilities are the same
as used for a cascade introduced within the main
volume. Vacancies are introduced at a rate based
on the probability of diffusion away from the cas-
cade volume and into the main simulation volume,
as:

P vac;introduction ¼
P v;escape

6
þ 5

6
� 1

6
� ð1� P v;escapeÞ; ð6Þ

where Pv,escape is the probability that vacancies
diffuse away from the cascade region before cluster-
ing. Again, the 1/6 and 5/36 values are introduced
to account for the geometric dependence of vacancy
diffusion into the main simulation volume. Pv,escape

should be a function of recoil (cascade) energy,
however, it is assumed equal to 0.60 in this
work, independent of recoil energy based on simu-
lations of the aging evolution of isolated cascades
[25].
2.3. KLMC vacancy flux introduction algorithm

The introduction of additional cascade damage
and point defect fluxes from neighboring cascade
volumes represents a first step towards incorporat-
ing the irradiation-induced defect concentrations
and fluxes into the KLMC simulation. However,
the rate of vacancy introduction described in Sec-
tion 2.2 does not fully account for the point defect
(vacancy) fluxes, because of the high vacancy sink
strength in the KLMC simulation and because the
damage introduction algorithm does not include a
vacancy flux driven by the thermal emission (shrink-
age) of cascade-induced vacancy clusters, nor fully
treat the supersaturated vacancy concentration
and corresponding long-range vacancy diffusion to
sinks. Thus single vacancies are also introduced into
the simulation based on an estimate of the supersat-
urated vacancy flux.

The rate of vacancy introduction is determined
from the product of the cross-sectional surface area
and the vacancy flux, as calculated from Fick’s first
law. The spatial concentration gradient is simply
approximated as the difference between the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium concentration and the steady-
state vacancy concentration under irradiation,
divided by a microstructural length scale, which is
estimated based on the characteristic length between
vacancy sinks. Thus,

Rvacancy;add ¼ As � �Dv

ðCeq
v � Css

v Þ
L

� �
; ð7Þ

where As is the surface area of the main simulation
cell (100a0 · 100a0), Dv is the vacancy diffusivity,
Ceq

v is the thermodynamic equilibrium vacancy con-
centration and L is a characteristic length scale to
linearize the concentration gradient. Dv and Ceq

v

are calculated from the values of vacancy migration
activation energy of 0.9 eV and formation energy of
1.7 eV, respectively obtained from the Finnis–
Sinclair Fe potential [33]. The steady-state vacancy
concentrations under irradiation have been esti-
mated from standard rate theory. Vacancy intro-
duction rates from 10�5 to 10�2 s�1 are obtained
from Eq. (7) based on expected ranges for the
dislocation density (1011–1015 m�2), grain size
(10–1000 lm) and recombination radius (2a0–4a0)
[44].

There are other approximations in the current
KLMC simulation method that should be noted.
First, the quantitative accuracy of the simulations
depends on the validity of the interatomic potentials,
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in particular in relation to the vacancy migration
energy, the vacancy–Cu and vacancy–vacancy clus-
ter binding energies and the Fe–Cu thermodynamics
that are approximate at best. Indeed, recent ab initio
calculations indicate the need to modify some of
these parameters [45,46]. Also, a more rigorous res-
idence time algorithm would provide a slightly better
estimate of the absolute time scale. However, our
simpler approach is believed to be a good qualitative
approximation of cluster complex evolution and Cu
precipitation during cascade aging and damage
accumulation. In this regard, it should be noted that
the physics dictating the evolution and ultimate fate
of cascade vacancies primarily derives from their
high degree of geometric correlation, rather than
the exact kinetic sequence-of-events.

While significant work remains to refine the
parameters and assess their adequacy in the current
KLMC model (e.g., vacancy introduction rate,
recombination radii, cascade escape probabilities,
sink strengths, etc.), to perform multiple simulations
to obtain statistics regarding the effect of key vari-
ables, and to extend the time/dose of the simulation;
the initial results described in Section 3 do capture
the combined evolution kinetics of the continuous
formation and dissolution of three-dimensional
vacancy–Cu clusters from the remnants of the
vacancy-rich displacement cascade core, in addition
to the formation of a high number density of cop-
per clusters that grow with increasing irradiation
dose. Future publications will provide a more
detailed presentation of the effect of the model
parameters on the precipitate and matrix feature
populations.

3. Results and discussion

The KLMC simulations are performed in a ran-
domly distributed Fe–0.3% Cu alloy at an irradia-
tion temperature of 290 �C and started from the
spatial distribution of vacancies from an ‘initially
aged’ 20 keV displacement cascade. The rate of
introducing new cascade damage is 1.13 · 10�5 cas-
cades/s, a cascade vacancy escape probability of
0.60 and a vacancy introduction rate of 1 · 10�4

vacancies/s. Based on the recoil distribution pro-
vided in Table 1, the damage rate of this simulation
is �10�11 dpa/s. Thus a new cascade (with recoil
energy from 100 eV to 40 keV) occurs within the
simulated volume (a cube of �86 nm edge length)
every 8.8 · 104 s (�1 day), while an individual
vacancy diffuses into the simulation volume every
1 · 104 s (�3 h). KLMC simulations have also been
performed to study the effect of varying the cascade
introduction rate from 1.13 · 10�3 to 1.13 · 10�7

cascades/s (dpa rates from 1 · 10�9 to 1 · 10�13

dpa/s). The simulated conditions should be com-
pared to those experienced by RPVs in light water
reactors, namely from 8 · 10�12–8 · 10�11 dpa/s,
and to model alloys irradiated in test reactors,
which are in the range of 10�9–10�10 dpa/s.

Figs. 1 and 2 show representative snapshots of
the vacancy and Cu solute atom distributions as a
function of time and dose at 290 �C. Note, only
the Cu atoms which are part of vacancy or Cu atom
clusters are presented in the figure. The main simu-
lation volume consists of 2 · 106 atoms (100a0 ·
100a0 · 100a0) of which 6000 atoms are Cu (0.3
atom%). Fig. 1 demonstrates the aging evolution
of a single cascade (increasing time at fixed dose
prior to introducing additional diffusing vacancies
or new cascade), while Fig. 2 demonstrates the over-
all evolution with increasing time and dose. The
aging of the single cascade is representative of the
average behavior observed, although the number
and size distribution of vacancy–Cu clusters does
vary considerably from cascade to cascade. Further,
Fig. 1 is representative of the results obtained with
the previous KLMC models of Wirth and Odette
[25] and Becquart and co-workers [26], which dem-
onstrated the formation and subsequent dissolution
of vacancy–Cu clusters. But Fig. 2 represents a
significant extension of the previous work in regards
to the size and number of Cu clusters formed.

Fig. 1(a) shows the initial vacancy configuration
from an aged 20-keV cascade. Within 200 ls at
290 �C, the vacancies begin to diffuse and cluster,
although no vacancies have yet reached the cell
boundary to annihilate. Eleven (11) of the initial
vacancies remain isolated, while thirteen (13) small
vacancy clusters rapidly form within the initial cas-
cade volume. The vacancy clusters range in size from
two to six vacancies. At this stage, only two of the
vacancy clusters are associated with copper atoms,
a di-vacancy cluster with 1 Cu atom and a tetra-
vacancy cluster with 2 Cu atoms. From 200 ls to
2 ms, the vacancy cluster population evolves by the
diffusion of isolated vacancies through and away
from the cascade region, and the emission and
absorption of isolated vacancies in vacancy clusters,
in addition to the diffusion of the small di-, tri- and
tetra-vacancy clusters. Fig. 1(b) shows the configura-
tion about 2 ms after the cascade. By this time, four-
teen (14) of the original vacancies have diffused to



Fig. 1. Representative vacancy (red circles) and clustered Cu atom (blue circles) evolution in an Fe–0.3% Cu alloy during the aging of a
single 20 keV displacement cascade, at (a) initial (200 ns), (b) 2 ms, (c) 48 ms, (d) 55 ms, (e) 83 ms, and (f) 24.5 h.
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the cell boundary and annihilated, while 38 vacan-
cies remain. The vacancy distribution includes six
(6) isolated vacancies and seven (7) vacancy clusters,
ranging in size from two di-vacancy clusters to a ten



Fig. 2. Representative vacancy (red) and clustered Cu atom (blue) evolution in an Fe–0.3% Cu alloy with increasing dose at (a) 0.2 years
(97 Mdpa), (b) 0.6 y (0.32 Mdpa), (c) 2.1 y (1.1 Mdpa), (d) 4.0 y (2.0 Mdpa), (e) 10.7 y (4.4 Mdpa), and (f) 13.7 y (5.3 Mdpa).
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(10)-vacancy cluster. The number of non-isolated
copper atoms has increased from 223 in the initial
random distribution to 286 following the initial
2 ms of cascade aging.
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The evolution from 2 to 48.8 ms involves the dif-
fusion of isolated vacancies and di- and tri-vacancy
clusters, along with the thermal emission of vacan-
cies from the di- and tri-vacancy clusters. Over this
time, 7 additional vacancies have diffused to the cell
boundary and annihilated, and 20 additional Cu
atoms have been incorporated into Cu or vacancy
clusters. Fig. 1(c) shows the vacancy and Cu cluster
population at 48.8 ms, which now consists of three
(3) isolated vacancies and four (4) vacancy clusters,
including a 4 V–1 Cu cluster, a 6 V–4 Cu cluster, a 7
V cluster and an 11 V–1Cu cluster. Fig. 1(d) and (e)
show the vacancy and Cu cluster population at 54.8
and 82.8 ms, respectively. During this time the total
number of vacancies has been further reduced from
31 to 21 of the original 52 vacancies, the vacancy
cluster population has been reduced to three
vacancy clusters (a 4 V–1 Cu, 7 V and 9 V–1 Cu)
and 30 additional Cu atoms have incorporated into
clusters because of vacancy exchanges.

Over times longer than 100 ms, the 4 V–1Cu atom
cluster migrates a short distance on the order of 1 nm
before shrinking by emitting vacancies, while the 7 V
and 9 V–1 Cu cluster slowly evolve by local shape
re-arrangements which produces only limited local
diffusion. Both the 7 V and 9 V–1 Cu cluster are
thermodynamically unstable in dilute Fe alloys at
290 �C and ultimately will shrink over longer times.
The vacancy and Cu atom evolution in the KLMC
model is now governed by the relative rate of vacancy
cluster dissolution, as determined from the ‘pulsing’
algorithm, and the rate of new displacement damage
and the diffusing supersaturated vacancy flux under
irradiation. Fig. 1(f) shows the configuration about
8.8 · 104 s (�24 h) after the initial 20 keV cascade.
Only 17 vacancies now exist in the cell, an isolated
vacancy which entered the cell following escape from
a 500 eV recoil introduced into a neighboring cell
plus two vacancy clusters, consisting of 7 V–1 Cu
and 9 V–1 Cu. 345 Cu atoms (of the initial 6000) have
been removed from the supersaturated solution
following the initial 24 h of evolution, mostly in the
form of di- and tri-Cu atom clusters.

Fig. 2 shows the representative vacancy and (clus-
tered) Cu atom microstructure evolution simulated
by KLMC with increasing dose to 5.3 Mdpa at
290 �C at a dose rate of 10�11 dpa/s and a vacancy
introduction rate of 10�4 s�1. In this example, the
dose (time) and number of vacancies and Cu cluster
population should be considered representative,
rather than absolute, and future simulations will
quantify the statistical significance of the size distri-
butions and validate the corresponding dose and
times. Fig. 2(a) shows the configuration at about
0.1 Mdpa (0.097 Mdpa) and a time of 7.1 · 106 s
(�82 days). Ten vacancies exist in the simulation cell,
consisting of 8 isolated vacancies and one 2-V cluster,
while 807 Cu atoms have been removed from solu-
tion in clusters, although the Cu cluster size distribu-
tion is clearly very fine. The majority of Cu clusters
contain only 2 Cu atoms, while the largest cluster
consists of only 5 Cu atoms. Fig. 2(b) shows the con-
figuration at a dose of 0.33 Mdpa and time of
2.1 · 107 s (245 days). Only one vacancy exists in
the simulation volume, while 1210 Cu atoms are
now part of clusters, including twelve clusters con-
taining 5 or more Cu atoms. Fig. 2(c) shows the evo-
lution at 1 Mdpa and 7.2 · 107 s (�2.3 years). Again,
only one vacancy exists in the simulation cell, while
1767 Cu atoms have been removed from supersatu-
rated solution. A handful of well-formed spherical
Cu clusters are visible, with the largest containing
13 Cu atoms. With increasing dose, the free Cu con-
centration in solution continues to decrease as Cu
atoms join clusters and the average Cu cluster size
grows. Fig. 2(d) and (e) show the clustered Cu atom
population at about 2 and 4.4 Mdpa, respectively.
The growth of the Cu clusters is clearly evident by
comparing Fig. 2(d) and (e). At a dose of 4.4 Mdpa,
forty-eight clusters contain more than 10 Cu atoms,
and the largest cluster has 28 Cu atoms. The accumu-
lated dose of 5.34 Mdpa is shown in Fig. 2(f). At this
dose, more than 1/3 of the available Cu atoms have
precipitated into clusters, the largest of which con-
tains 42 Cu atoms, corresponding to a precipitate
radius of �0.5 nm.

Fig. 3 shows the size distribution of Cu atom
clusters at 5.34 Mdpa, corresponding to the config-
uration shown in Fig. 2(f). The vast majority of
the Cu-clusters consist of di-, tri-, tetra- and
penta-Cu atom clusters. However, as shown in the
inset to Fig. 3 and as visible in Fig. 2(f), a significant
number of the Cu atom clusters contain more than 5
Cu atoms. Indeed, 29 clusters contain 15 or more
Cu atoms (a number density of 1.2 · 1024 m�3),
which corresponds to a cluster containing a single
atom with all first and second nearest neighbor Cu
atoms and a radius of 0.29 nm. An additional 45
clusters contain at least 9 Cu atoms (atom + all first
nearest neighbors), while 9 clusters contain 23 or
more atoms (number density of 3.8 · 1023 m�3).
This KLMC simulation is currently continuing to
reach higher doses. However, the initial results are
consistent with experimental observations and show



Fig. 3. Cu cluster size distribution obtained at 5.34 Mdpa (Fig. 2f) and 290 �C, at a nominal dose rate of 10�11 dpa/s and a vacancy
introduction rate of 10�4 s�1.
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the formation of a high number density of Cu atom
clusters, along with the continual formation and dis-
solution of three-dimensional vacancy Cu clusters.

Figs. 4 and 5 show a comparison of varying the
dose rate from 10�9 to 10�13 dpa/s at a temperature
of 290 �C and a fixed vacancy introduction rate of
10�4 s�1. The effect of increasing dose rate is shown
in Fig. 4 at an accumulated dose of 1.9 Mdpa, and is
especially pronounced when comparing Fig. 4(c)
(10�13 dpa/s) with Fig. 4(a) (10�11 dpa/s) and
Fig. 4(b) (10�9 dpa/s). At the highest dose rate, a
substantially higher number density of small three-
dimensional vacancy clusters is observed, which
are often complexed with one or more Cu atoms.
Vacancy cluster nucleation occurs during cascade
aging (as described in Fig. 1) and is largely indepen-
dent of dose rate, but cluster growth is dictated by
the cluster(s) thermal lifetime at 290 �C versus the
arrival rate of additional vacancies, which is a
strong function of the damage rate and vacancy
supersaturation under irradiation. Thus, the higher
dose rates produce a larger number of vacancies
arriving at the vacancy cluster sinks, resulting in
the noticeably larger number of growing vacancy
clusters. As well, there is a corresponding decrease
in the amount of Cu removed from solution by
vacancy diffusion. Fig. 5(a) shows the Cu cluster size
distribution at 1.9 Mdpa, while Fig. 5(b) shows the
free Cu concentration as a function of dose and
dose rate. At 1.9 Mdpa, nearly 0.23% of the initial
0.3% Cu remains in solution, compared to <0.2%
(10�11 dpa/s) and <0.15% (10�13 dpa/s), and both
the number and size of the Cu atom clusters is
greatly reduced.

In contrast, the effect of decreasing dose rate, at
the same vacancy introduction rate, is to greatly
accelerate Cu precipitation. Already at 1.9 Mdpa, a
number of large Cu atom clusters exist at a dose rate
of 10�13 dpa/s, with the largest containing 35 Cu
atoms, as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 5(a). The removal
rate of free Cu from the supersaturated solution in
the Fe matrix is also considerably faster, as shown
in Fig. 5(b). The increased Cu clustering caused by
a decrease in dose rate results from a reduction in
the number of cascade vacancy clusters which serve
as vacancy sinks. Thus, a higher number of free or
isolated vacancies are available to enhance Cu diffu-
sion required for the clustering and precipitation of
copper. While these flux effects are anticipated and
have been predicted in rate theory calculations per-
formed by Odette and co-workers [27,28], the spatial
dependences of cascade production and microstruc-
tural evolution, in addition to correlated diffusion
and clustering processes involving multiple vacan-
cies and atoms are more naturally modeled and visu-
alized using the KLMC approach.

Future simulations will seek to extend the total
dose and evaluate the effect of parameters associated
with vacancy migration, and the rate of cascade and
free vacancy introduction, which control the balance



Fig. 4. Comparison of the representative vacancy (red) and clustered Cu atom (blue) population at a dose of �1.9 Mdpa and 290 �C as a
function of dose rate, at (a)10�11 dpa/s, (b)10�9 dpa/s, (c) 10�13 dpa/s.
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of microstructural evolution between copper cluster-
ing and precipitation and cascade vacancy–solute
clusters. As well, the statistics associated with the
Cu precipitation and vacancy–Cu cluster distribu-
tions will be assessed as a function of simulation
parameters and irradiation variables. Further, with
the ability to extend the KLMC simulations to higher
doses, the simulation results can also be compared
with an experimental database of Cu precipitate evo-
lution in Fe–Cu model alloys as a function of irradi-
ation dose, dose rate and temperature. The UCSB
experimental database on Cu precipitate evolution,
including data obtained from SANS and other char-
acterization techniques, as well as positron annihila-
tion spectroscopy results on the vacancy cluster
number density and size, will be used. Such compar-
isons will validate the KLMC modeling approach
and the parameters within the model.

4. Summary and future work

This paper describes the development of a kinetic
lattice Monte Carlo model to simulate the long-term
evolution of neutron irradiated Fe–Cu alloys. The
model simulates the vacancy–copper atom evolution
as a result of individual vacancy jumps to nearest
neighbor positions, based on the energy change in
switching configurations calculated from Finnis–
Sinclair type potentials on a fixed lattice. In addition
to the diffusion of vacancy and Cu atoms, algo-



Fig. 5. (a) Cu cluster size distribution at �1.9 Mdpa for different dose rates, (b) free Cu concentration as a function of cumulative dose for
different dose rates.
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rithms have been developed to introduce additional
displacement damage, including self-interstitial
atom–vacancy recombination, and to introduce a
flux of diffusing vacancies due to the supersaturated
vacancy concentrations under irradiation. These
algorithms enable modeling of the wide range of
timescales inherent to irradiation-induced nano-
structural evolution at low dose rates.

The results of initial KLMC model simulations
of damage accumulation in an Fe–0.3% Cu alloy
at 290 �C and irradiation dose rates of 10�9, 10�11

and 10�13 dpa/s are presented and reveal the contin-
uous formation and dissolution of three-dimen-
sional vacancy–Cu clusters from the remnants of
the vacancy-rich displacement cascade core, in addi-
tion to the formation of a high number density of
copper clusters that grow with increasing irradiation
dose. The effect of increasing dose rate is to retard
Cu diffusion and precipitation and to increase the
population of vacancy clusters, consistent with
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expectation and experiment. To our knowledge,
these simulation results represent the first time that
a kinetic Monte Carlo model has successfully
demonstrated both Cu precipitate formation and
vacancy–Cu cluster formation, as experimentally
observed. Future modeling efforts will evaluate the
effect of the parameters used in the model, perform
multiple simulations to provide statistics associated
with the evolutions, and quantitatively compare the
results to available experimental data.
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